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Planning Conversation: Mental Models Process 
This process was originally devel-
oped by Chris Argyris and Donald 
Schon and later described in 
Peter Senge’s The Fifth Disci-
pline (1990). When time permits, 
it is the most powerful process 
for challenging and changing the 
underlying mindset that directs 
the ways people operate inside 
a system and that perpetuates a 
specific negative pattern of re-
sults. The process accomplishes 

this by fundamentally questioning the values and assumptions that sit behind 
the current behaviors and strategies within a system or organization. 

For this process to be successful, it is essential that a broad spectrum of 
stakeholders be included in the conversation. In most educational issues this 
means students, parents, teachers, administrators, district staff and commu-
nity organizations. It is the input from these people that challenges the people 
normally tasked to find solutions, and helps them to “see” things differently. 
In the process, participants are asked a series of sequential questions. The 
sequence starts with identifying a negative measurable result. 

The following page is an example of a situation where this Mental Models 
Process was used with a school district to help them examine some of their 
difficult patterns. The focus of the conversation was leadership ineffective-
ness and staff grievances.

The first conversation that is documented in the example started off at the 
bottom right-hand side of the diagram by asking the group the following ques-
tion: 

1. what is the most troubling negative result that the system is 
experiencing relative to staff?

(Negative Events & Result)

This is often the most difficult question for the group to answer. On the right 
hand side, the event or result must be stated as a measurable negative result. 
People tend to provide behaviors rather than negative results.  As an exam-
ple, a leadership team from a school site/district might respond with “apa-
thetic teachers” or “us versus them mentality”, rather than “staff turnover” or 
“increasing D and F rates”.

As can be seen from the diagram on page 73, the negative result chosen by 
the staff was “increase in staff grievances.” From there, the facilitator moved 
the conversation up the right side of the diagram by asking the question:
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All involved are instructional 
leaders; teachers are competent/
active learners; teachers are 
accountable to all students; all 
opinions are valued; all children 
can learn at high levels; teachers, 
parents, students are vital to 
system success; schools are the 
safe, positive environment in the 
community.
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Mental Models

Degrees are most important; won’t 
do it unless told; teachers can’t 
do it themselves - must be told; 
teachers are not professionals; the 
system is more important than the 
kids, staff, etc; “not my job - I’m 
not responsible”; problems can be 
solved by programs.

Shared decision making; council/
committees are involved and 
coordinated; informal and formal 
communications systems exist and 
operate; teacher support systems 
- focus on instruction - resources 
and training are available; school-
wide system that accounts for all 
students; fully informed parents 
re: school-based standards; 
interventions from birth to 22; 
realistic and doable school plans.
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Structures & Systems

“Silo structures”; constant 
changing of programs; lack of 
clarity of roles and responsibilities; 
chain of command; cumbersome 
approval processes; no shared 
vision; top down decision-making 
structures; politics, paperwork 
compliance; information system 
issues; authoritarian leadership.

Cooperation, sharing and 
collaboration; parents are true 
partners in the school community; 
we make decisions on our 
common ground; we thrive on 
experimentation and learning; 
high visibility of leaders who are 
acknowledging successes.

7                             2 
patterns of Behavior

Defiance; no work = apathy; CYA 
behavior; over-controlling; not 
trying with kids; hostile parents; 
blaming and finger-pointing; 
teacher “posse”; avoidance; 
inconsistency; no commitment.

Improved achievement; better 
morale; kids believing they can 
learn; constant improvements and 
planning; innovation happening; 
retention and recruitment are 
improved; higher self esteem and 
respect; improved compliance.

8                             1 
events & results Increase in grievances being filed
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2. what behavior patterns do you see that cause the increase 
in staff grievances?

(Patterns of Behavior)

As before, these responses were charted on the right hand side of the dia-
gram. Before proceeding to the next question the facilitator works with the 
group to identify the most important behavior patterns that contributes to the 
increased number of staff grievances. The group was then asked:

3. what structures, strategies, processes or rules are in place in our 
district that result in the behavior patterns we just identified?

(Structure and Systems)

These responses were charted on the right hand side of the diagram adjacent 
to the Structures box. Again, the facilitator assists the group in identifying 
those structures, processes or rules that contribute most to the key behaviors 
that ultimately cause the increase in grievances. As a last step on this side of 
the model (Current State), the question was asked:

4. when the original architects of our organization designed the 
system, what beliefs or assumptions must they have held to    

have designed the current system?

(Mental Models)

It is important at this step to use the statement about original architects 
so that the current group disassociates from any blame, guilt or ownership 
around the conversation that ensues about values, beliefs and assumptions. 
In many cases the group identifies values that they want to keep along with 
values or beliefs that no longer apply to the current needs and outcomes of 
the system. 

At this stage it is important for the facilitator to take a step back with the 
group and discuss the values and their fit to the current state of the system. 
Which values apply, which values no longer apply and why?

After a full conversation on the current values, the conversation moves to the 
left side of the model and the Future State:

5. given our new understanding of our current system, what are the 
appropriate values, beliefs, assumptions and desired outcomes to   

apply to our system now?

(Mental Models)

It is critical that these new values and outcomes truly reflect new perspec-
tives gained from the conversations on the right side. The whole redesign of 
the system is dependent on the identification of the current restraining pat-
terns (right side) and the new consciousness (perspectives) generated at this 
time to get break-through thinking.
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6. given these new values and beliefs, what would be the most 
effective structures, strategies and processes to apply to our   

 new system?

(Future Structures and Systems)

This is often a fairly long and very important conversation. As you might 
guess, a whole session could be devoted to this conversation depending on 
the scope of the issue. This area of inquiry requires very careful question-
ing and prodding by the facilitator to make certain that the group is actually 
coming up with new strategies and not just recycling old failed approaches. 
Moving down the left side, the conversation continues with the following 
question:

7.  given our new values, beliefs and structures, what essential 
agreements are needed to guide our behaviors,     

 decisions and how we design our system?

(Future Operating Principles)

These responses are often new operating principles that will guide how 
people behave to achieve the new values and outcomes. These responses are 
charted on the left side of the visual model. The group is then asked a very 
critical question:

8. As we look 6 months to 1 year in the future and imagine that 
we have implemented these changes, what results would we   

 anticipate as evidence of our success?

(Future Evidence of Success)

From this point, this last question future-paces the group to identify the 
evidence of success in terms of the positive results that will be seen based on 
the changes in principles and new strategies. 

new MinDSet    Current MinDSet

The Chakra Diagram

The selection of the chakra 

diagram may not seem obvious 

at first glance, however it is 

perfect for the Mental Models 

Process. This model depicts 

the various chakras of the 

human body. The lowest chakra 

is the elimination chakra and 

is symbolic of the external 

results generated in the world. 

The green lies around the 

heart chakra, which is involved 

with emotions and the various 

behavioral reactions associated 

with these emotions. Moving 

up the blue area is situated 

in the throat chakra which is 

involved with the intellect which 

is the area where thought is 

translated into structures and 

processes. Finally, the purple 

area is the crown chakra which 

is the creative center where 

assumptions, beliefs and values 

reside.

In the mental models process 

these areas closely correspond 

to the sequence of Results 

(orange), Behavioral Patterns 

(green), Structures and Systems 

(blue) and Mental Models 

(purple). In the diagram the 

male side represents the 

surfacing of the current system 

and the female side represents 

the transformation into the new 

future system.
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The Mental Models Process is often used to identify the 

restraining pattern or patterns that keep an organization 

stuck in its current mode of operation. The process can 

also be used as a planning frame for entire conversations 

and processes. What is unique about this process is that 

it starts from a negative frame. This is very different than 

starting with an appreciative approach.

One powerful example of utilizing this planning approach 

was a time when Tim and I were asked to work with two 

professional service firms in Indonesia. The firms had 

merged on paper two years prior to our work with them, 

but for all intents and purposes they still functioned as two 

separate firms. They even occupied two separate buildings 

across the city from each other.

After extensive pre-conversations and interviews of key 

players over several weeks time, a joint meeting was 

planned for the purpose of bringing about a true merger 

and integration. Feelings of rivalry, bitterness, distrust, 

anger, and at times, hatred were very evident in the first few 

hours of the meeting. 

We utilized the Confidence Line to begin getting the real 

issues on the table and the Life Stories exercise (Journey 

Map) to bring shared experiences to the surface and build 

some relationship connections and compassion. 

From that point on, we utilized the Mental Models Process 

as our core planning frame and planning organizer. We 

posted a giant Mental Models diagram on one whole wall 

of the planning room and methodically went through the 

right and left hand sides of the conversation. The right side 

focused on negative business results. This allowed the 

group to hold an objective frame and minimized negative 

opinions and blame. 

The process of the conversation focused on building deep 

understanding and we held a very tight frame on our 

approach that focused on deep listening. We continually 

taught and forced people into a second position listening 

mode. 

Focusing on listening and building shared understanding, 

we worked our way up the right side to identify the 

unspoken beliefs, assumptions and viewpoints that created 

their negative results. This energized and mobilized the 

whole group to work together to create a new future.

We developed a template for a new merged organization as 

we travelled down the left side of the model. This involved 

the development of new goals, values, structures, operating 

agreements and methodologies for monitoring and 

tracking their plan and success over time. Flushing out and 

implementing these changes took several additional months 

and trips to finally accomplish.

STory: A True Merger
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Rational Outcome
This process is most powerful in identifying the restraining patterns 
in a system. It can also be used to develop a full plan, using a nega-
tive result as the vehicle for inquiry.  

Experiential Outcome
This process creates new insights into what holds systems back and 
builds a sense of responsibility and motivation for making changes 
in a system. It breaks the gridlock in peoples’ perspectives that have 
held the system hostage to the same way of doing business.  

Process Tips & Reminders
It is absolutely essential that all key stakeholders are 
represented in the conversation. This is how the current para-
digm is actually broken. Too often the same people that created or 
perpetuate the current system come together to try and change 
the  system. Not surprisingly, they generate the same patterns and 
results.

It is important to use the exact visual diagram when 
facilitating the conversation. This allows the facilitator to visu-
ally focus the participants on the board (third point) and to keep 
the sequential logic of the process flowing from negative result 
to behaviors causing the negative result; to structures that cause 
the behaviors; and to the underlying beliefs that perpetuate the 
structures. 

The process is long so it should only be used for groups or orga-
nizations that are “stuck” in a repeating pattern of negative results 
and who have no new insights on how to get different results. 

It is sometimes useful to stop the processing at the conclu-
sion of the Current State sequence before proceeding to the 
Future State. This gives people time to reflect on the shared think-
ing and experiences before continuing on to design the new future.

Tips and
Reminders

MENTAL MODELS PROCESS
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